
Pride
Customized care package 
for transgender persons



What is Pride?

Pride is a  subscription based personalized 
carepackage for a transgender person that can be 
ordered online. 

This care package is meant to support through their 
transition by discovering their style, understanding 
the essentials they require and finding a perfect fit 
for their body type. 



Our prompt was Fashion + Equality

We were very drawn towards non-binary genders fashion specifically within the transgender community.

This was because our common friend, Abby identifies as a trans-female talked to us about her fashion problems.

KICK-OFF

Areas of 
exploration

Non-binary 
genders fashion Fast fashionFood + Fashion



To explore, we did some groundwork

Predispositions Literature Review Interviews Photoethnography

Form initial 
assumptions

Understand 
transgender fashion

Recognize user needs & 
pain points

Understand participant's 
emotions & life 

RESEARCH OVERVIEW



Let’s begin with what we knew
ASSUMPTIONS

1

Fashion is an integral part of 
their gender identity as it is their 

form of expression

Transgender specific clothing 
and accessories are expensive 

and unaffordable

2

Community and family support 
makes transition easier and 

increases confidence

3



We read about their fashion needs
LITERATURE REVIEW

Clothing fit for of a transgender person’s body is usually different from mainstream clothing. 
This results in ill-fitted clothes affecting their confidence and further causing gender dysphoria.



Understanding painpoints 

We interviewed 5 transgender individuals and members of our University’s LGBTQ+ Center

USER INTERVIEWS

“I don’t want people to see me only as a ‘trans-woman’ and feel bad for me”

“To me feminine was high heels, tights, big hair, long fingernails, so when I 
transitioned I wanted to dress like that because that hid my masculinity.”

“For us, there is a lot of online shopping. We start online because we don’t 
have to go to a store and say, ‘I want to try this’ and that is an easy way to it.” 



To understand their behavior and environment

To focus specifically on fashion problems, we conducted photoethnography with our friend, Abby. The following 
pictures were taken where we observed her morning routine. 

The insights we gained from this method were about the small yet very necessary needs in a transgender persons life. 

Photoethnography



“Getting a clean canvas” 



“My eyes are the favorite part about me”



“It took a lot of time to grow these, and I love playing with them!”



“My appearance gives me confidence”



What we learned

Fashion is deeper than just their appearance on the outside, it is a 
channel to express their identity

INSIGHTS

1

2

3

Pre-conceived notions about binary and non-binary genders results in 
fear of judgement 4

The existing solutions are expensive; thus sometimes, transgender 
persons resort to cheaper options inadvisable by health experts

Gender transition requires the understanding and knowledge of a 
new body, lack of which can lead to mental stress and discontentment



Our Design guide
DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Empathy & Support Knowledge Confidence

By making loved ones and 
community a part of their 

transition to make it easier 

To help them gain an 
understanding of their 

transitioning body

To use fashion as a way to help 
them feel confident about their 

appearance 



How can we support transgender people during their 

transition process and make it less challenging?



Unrestrained creation of crazy ideas
CONCEPT GENERATION

Value:
Support, Empathy

Value:
Confidence, Knowledge

Value:
Confidence

Step-Into-My 
Shoes

Confidence 
Mirror

Personal Shopping 
Space



Concept: DIY package

The DIY package is a gift from a loved one to a 
transgender person. It contains fashion activities that 
need to be carried out by a transgender person and a 
loved one.

The box also offers a 'body template' that can be used 
to modify their old clothes to cater to their body needs. 

DESIGNING WITH CONSTRAINTS 



DIY package
ITERATION 1

Jane She quickly lands on Pride and finds 
the DIY package

She begins answering the 
questionnaire to receive a personalized 

box for her and Becca



DIY package
ITERATION 1

She quickly lands on Pride and finds 
the DIY package

She begins answering the 
questionnaire to receive a personalized 

box for her and Becca



We designed and tested two fashion activities to validate if it created a bond. 

Behavioral prototype
TESTING 

Activity 1: Styling hair Activity 2: Clothing Activity



Activity 1: Styling hair

Aim: 
To facilitate conversation and also to learn the activity as a transgender 
person who is just transitioning from male to female. 

Results: 
Though the activity helped in the learning process, but the conversation 
was pretty awkward. When asked if they would be open to an activity 
like this again, they refused to do so. 

This made us question if our package would be used again and if it 
would really build relationships.

TESTING 



Activity 2: Converting Masculine shirt to feminine one

Aim: 
To use a masculine shirt to drive a conversation and to learn the 
activity as a transgender person. The activity was to let them figure 
out all the different ways the shirt could be worn in a feminine way. 

Result: 
Though this activity was fun, the conversations neither led to 
building a relationship nor did it help in learning. Also, most of the 
participants liked the idea of body template, however they were not 
sure what to do with it.

TESTING 



Learning from our findings and recognizing opportunities 

For each activity, we conducted 6 rounds of testing.  Every pair had different relationships and we found some common 
themes: 

RESULTS

Test result Insight found Opportunity for iteration

Body template was neglected during 
our activity

Most users found stitching convoluted 
and tedious 

Uncomplicating the process of finding 
well-fitted clothes

Activities required multiple people to 
participate

The box resulted in dependency on 
loved ones

Making them self-sufficient and 
independent

Users preferred not to participate in 
the activities again

DIY's one time usage makes the 
package redundant  

A concept that can be used over a 
time period and is beneficial through 
their transition 



How can we empower transgender people through a 

simplified yet highly personalized product to support  them 

throughout  their transition process?



Concept: Pride Style box

Using our results and opportunities we iterated to 
generate a concept called the Pride Style Box.

The Pride Style box is a subscription based 
personalized carepackage for a transgender person 
that can be ordered online. They would go through a 
set of questionnaire that would help experts 
understand their style, body type, their needs and 
their personality. 

The box is then delivered with:
●  Clothing
●  Essentials like intimates, hair care products
●  Makeup
●  Books
●  Surprise gifts 

DESIGNING AFTER FEEDBACK



We tested the style box

We asked 4 participants a set of questions and gave them a 
personalized style box. We followed up with an interview and found 
that it was well received. They used words like:

TESTING 

Simple 
and 

effective

Effortless

Fun and 
engaging

Personalized 
for me

Informational



Working on our website

We quickly iterated and tested different versions 
of our website. We found getting early feedback 
crucial to some of our design considerations. 

LOW FIDELITY WIREFRAMES



Measurements
ITERATION

Generalized measurements Personalized measurements



Gender Slider
ITERATION

Complicated interface Simpler interface



Style Quiz
FEEDBACK

We iterated here to understand a user’s personal style



Final Design



Picking colors and typography
STYLE GUIDE
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Let’s walk through a scenario through Abby



First, Abby scans the Pride home page
HOME PAGE



She briefly understands Pride and what it offers
HOME PAGE



She felt confident by looking at the feedback...
HOME PAGE



She finds a lot of information to make a decision
HOW IT WORKS?



Upon taking the style quiz, she finds the gender slider
STYLE QUIZ



She informs Pride about her style by answering few questions...
STYLE QUIZ



She found fun questions in between the style quiz amusing
STYLE QUIZ



She learnt about the essentials she would need and ordered
STYLE QUIZ

Cheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
mera photo
 : Wahi to krna tha na … 
original avoid krre the?.. 
But again original b h 
usme

Janta jawab chahti h



Measuring through camera was easier for her than typing it 
MEASUREMENTS



Hearing from her community made her happy and confident
PRIDE STORIES



Tailoring services through personalized feedback
FEEDBACK



She receives a Pride box with items
PRIDE BOX


